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Abstract
In this paper, we study the properties of Chebyshev polynomials of the ﬁrst and
second kind and those of Fibonacci polynomials and use an elementary method to
give Chebyshev polynomials of the ﬁrst and second kind in terms of Fibonacci
polynomials and vice versa. Finally, we get some identities involving the Fibonacci
numbers and the Lucas numbers.
Keywords: elementary method; Chebyshev polynomials; Fibonacci polynomials;
Fibonacci numbers; Lucas numbers
1 Introduction
As we know, the Chebyshev polynomials and Fibonacci polynomials are usually deﬁned
as follows: Chebyshev polynomials of the ﬁrst kind are Tn+(x) = xTn+(x) –Tn(x), n≥ ,
with the initial values T(x) = , T(x) = x; Chebyshev polynomials of the second kind are
Un+(x) = xUn+(x) –Un(x), n ≥ , with the initial values U(x) = , U(x) = x; Fibonacci
polynomials are Fn+(x) = xFn+(x)+Fn(x), n≥ , with the initial values F(x) = , F(x) = .












































These polynomials play a very important role in the study of the theory and application
of mathematics, and they are closely related to the famous Fibonacci numbers {Fn} and
Lucas numbers {Ln} which are deﬁned by the second-order linear recurrence sequences
Fn+ = Fn+ + Fn,
Ln+ = Ln+ + Ln,
where n ≥ , F = , F = , L =  and L = . Therefore, many authors have investigated
these polynomials and got many properties and corollaries. For example, Zhang [] uses
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the Chebyshev polynomials and has obtained the general formulas involving Fn and Ln,
∑
a+a+···+ak+=n



















)h (k + )!







where k, m are any positive integers, a,a, . . . ,ak+ are nonnegative integers and i is the
square root of –. Falcón and Plaza [, ] presented many formulas about Fibonacci poly-
nomials. This fact allowed them to present a family of integer sequences in a new and
direct way. Zhang [] also used theChebyshev polynomials to solve some calculating prob-
lems of the general summations.Wu and Yang [] studied Chebyshev polynomials and got
a lot of properties.
In this paper, we combine Sergio Falcón and Wenpeng Zhang’s ideas. Then we obtain
the following theorems and corollaries. These results strengthen the connections of two
kinds of polynomials. They are also helpful in dealing with some calculating problems of
the general summations or studying some integer sequences.






k · (sn – n)(n + k – )!Fs–(x)






k–(ns – s)(n + k – )!Fs(x)
(–)s+n(n – k)!(k + s)!(k – s)! .






k–( – s)(n + k)!Fs–(x)






k+s(n + k – )!(–)s+nFs(x)
(n – k + )!(k + s + )!(k – s + )! .






j+–n(k + )(n – j – )!






j–n+k(n – j – )!
j!(n – k – j)!(n + k – j)!Uk(x).
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j+–n(n – j – )!Tk–(x)






j+–n(n – j – )!Tk(x)
j!(n + k – j – )!(n – k – j – )! +
n–∑
j=
j+–n(n – j – )!
j!(n – j – )!(n – j – )! .










j+–n(k + )(n – j – )!Fm(k+)











j–n+k(n – j – )!(–i)Fkm
(–)kmj!(n – k – j)!(n + k – j)!Fm
.










j+–n(n – j – )!(–)km(–i)Lkm–m










j+–n(n – j – )!(–)kmLkm




j+–n(n – j – )!
j!(n – j – )!(n – j – )! .
2 Some lemmas









, m = n,
π
 , m = n > ,






 – x dx =
{
, m = n,
π
 , m = n;
()
Tn(cos θ ) = cosnθ ; ()
Un(cos θ ) =
sin (n + )θ
sin θ
. ()
Proof See reference []. 





























Proof See reference []. 












Proof See reference []. 
























j!(n+k–j–)!!(n–k–j–)!! , k + n is odd,
, otherwise.
()
Proof To begin with, we multiply
√
 – xUm(x) to both sides of (), then integrate it from











 – xUm(x)Uk(x)dx =
π
 anm,
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cosn θ sin(k + )θ sin θ dθ .




(n+k+)!!(n–k)!! , k + n is even and n≥ k,
, otherwise,
()
where n and k are any nonnegative integers. Let x = cos θ , then we can get the following



























(n – j – 
j
)




(n – j – )!
j!(n – j – )! ·
(m + )(n – j – )!




(m + )(n – j – )!
j!(n –m – j – )!!(n +m +  – j)!! .
We ﬁnish proving property ().
In order to prove property (), wemustmultiply Tm(x)√
–x
to both sides of (), then integrate



















dx = π bnm,















cosn θ coskθ dθ .
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(n+k)!!(n–k)!! , k + n is even and n≥ k,
, otherwise,
()
where n and k are any nonnegative integers. Let x = cos θ , then we can get the following





























(n – j – 
j
)




(n – j – )!
j!(n – j – )! ·
(n – j – )!




(n – j – )!
j!(n +m – j – )!!(n –m – j – )!! .
This proves Lemma . 
Lemma  For any positive integers m and n, we have the following identities:







x + Fm(x)Fn(x)dx =
{
im–π , m = n > ,
, otherwise.
()
















Let x = i cos θ , then we have




(i cos θ + sin θ )n – (i cos θ – sin θ )n
]
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= i
n
































cos (n –m)θ – cos (m + n)θ dθ .
Then we can get property (). This proves Lemma . 













(–)n–k · k · (n + )
n + k + 







(–)n–k · k · (k + )
n + k + 







(–)n–k · k+ · (k + )
n + k + 























[ (n + k)!
(k)!(n – k)! –
(n + k – )!
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(–)n–k · k · (n + )
n + k + 




We can get T ′n(x) = nUn–(x) easily from the deﬁnition of the Chebyshev polynomials. If




(–)n–k · k · (k + )
n + k + 







(–)n–k · k+ · (k + )
n + k + 




This proves Lemma . 






















–k (n–k)!(k+s)!!(k–s)!! , s is even,
, otherwise.
()
Proof At ﬁrst, we multiply
√
x + Fm(x) to both sides of (), then integrate it from –i












x + Fs(x)Fm(x)dx = im–πcn,m,
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Tn(i cos θ ) · i
m+ sinmθ
sin θ




















k · n · im+n+








k · n · im+n+
n + k ·
(n + k)!
(k)!(n – k)! ·
m · (k)!




k+ ·mn · im+n+(n + k – )!
(n – k)!(k +m + )!!(k –m + )!! .










k– · (n – ) · im+n
n + k – 








k– · (n – ) · im+n
n + k – 
(n + k – 
k – 





(nm –m)im+n(n + k – )!
–k(n – k)!(k +m)!!(k –m)!! .
This proves Lemma . 
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(n–k–)!(k+s+)!!(k+–s)!! , s is even,
, otherwise.
()
Proof At ﬁrst, we multiply
√
x + Fm(x) to both sides of (), then integrate it from –i


































Un(i cos θ )
im+ sinmθ
sin θ










k · (k + ) · im++n
n + k + 








k · (k + ) · im++n
n + k + 
(n + k + 
k + 
)




k · (k + ) · im++n
n + k +  ·
(n + k + )!
(k + )!(n – k)! ·
m · (k)!




k+ · im+n+m(n + k)!
(n – k)!(k +m + )!!(k –m + )!! .










k+ · (k + ) · im+n
n + k + 
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k+ · (k + ) · im+n
n + k + 
(n + k + 
k + 
) m(k + )!




k+ · im+nm(n + k – )!
(n – k – )!(k +m + )!!(k +  –m)!! .
This proves Lemma . 
3 Proof of the theorems and corollaries
In this section, we will prove our theorems and corollaries. First of all, we can prove all the
theorems from Lemma , Lemma  and Lemma  easily.
Proof of Corollary  We can get the following properties from Lemma  and Lemma  by










j+–n(k + )(n – j – )!














j–n+k(n – j – )!





Then, taking x = i in the above identities, according to Lemma , we can get Corollary .

Proof of Corollary  We can get the following properties from Lemma  and Lemma  by










j+–n(n – j – )!Tk–(Tm(x))










j+–n(n – j – )!Tk(Tm(x))




j+–n(n – j – )!





Then, taking x = i in the above identities, according to Lemma , we can get Corollary .

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